USS Pandora Mission Transcript 11312.06

USS Pandora Cast of Characters

CO
Captain John J Adams
Bob Baldwin

SC
Captain Satok Z Marek
Pablo Delsaglio

XO
Commander Gaeb
Gabriel Marceau

FCO
Lieutenant Jinx
Pam Bruyere

2O
Lieutenant Commander Johnny Walker
Gerry Brinkman
Absent
OPS
Lieutenant Xara Xetani
Julie Léger

CTO
Lieutenant D’ghor Rustazh
Gilles Léger

TO
Ensign Ronald Sampson
Topper Loghry
Absent
CSO
Lieutenant (jg.) Vertan Trix
Steven Weller

CEO
Lieutenant Jaina Marin Jankara
Janaye Hinsley

CMO
Lieutenant Gloriana Marisol
Susan Brinkman
Absent
CNS
Ensign C’Triel
Nancy Stricker
Absent

Previously on USS Pandora:
The strange large vessel continues its merciless ransacking of the planet, completely ignoring the presence of the USS Pandora. Let's find out what happens next.
Time Lapse: None.

=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= Resume Mission =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=

OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: sitting at her console, concentrating on the life forms::
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
:: In turbolift, rushing to deflector control on Deck 12.::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: watches the viewer closely :: CO: Captain, they seem to be ignoring us.
CO_Capt_Adams :
*CSO*: Lieutenant, how's that graviton projection device coming along?
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*CO*: Need to get to deflector control to set it up, shouldn't take long I hope. Will have to run it from Astrometrics I think to get it right.
CO_Capt_Adams :
COM: M'ktra: I repeat, cease and desist what you are doing to this planet, It is now under our protection. And we will take action if you do not desist!
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::pulling on her boots, finally beginning to feel better::
OPS_H’lo :
CO: Message sent to New Frontier Sir.

Action: M'ktra gives no answer to the Captain's message...

CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
*CSO*: Transfer complete
CO_Capt_Adams :
OPS: Thanks - for what good it'll do us out here.....
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: still concentrating on the life forms in the alien vessel ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Exits turbolift and runs to deflector controls.:: Self: OK, I know this layout. Studied it a few dozen times at least. ::Starts setting up the systems.::

Action: sensors pick an increasing energy emission from the ship
CO_Capt_Adams :
CEO: Bridge to Engineering - I think we're going to need every last ounce of whatever your engines have in them quite soon. Make sure they're up for the challenge.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
:: narrows sensor readings:: CO: Captain, I am reading increased energy readings from the vessel... trying to analyse at this time.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: senses greed and callousness ::
EO_Mitchell :
*CO*: Engineering here, yes Sir, we're ready.
Ens_Kriel :
CO/CTO: I'm detecting it too, will try and figure out what it is.
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: Let me know the minute that device is ready to fire.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::adjusts her uniform then heads out the door, Hoping for no more dizzy spells or fainting sessions::

Action: The Alien vessel begins a full active scan on the USS Pandora...

FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: turns slightly to face the Captain :: CO: Orders Sir?
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
CO: We are being scanned Sir.
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: Shields at maximum, take us to Red Alert
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*CTO*: Almost ready Lieutenant, not sure how it will work as set but I'll try to coordinate the efforts from Astrometrics.
M’ktra :
@COM: USS Pandora: Stop bugging us... you are not rival for us... we will leave you some left over to keep you happy...
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::tries to confuse their readings with alternating shield frequencies:: CO: Attempting to block their sensor readings Sir.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: finally comes to herself ::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: looks over at the FCO :: FCO: They don't care what they are doing to the planet and those people.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::takes the lift to Engineering::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: leans towards OPS :: OPS: Animals, horrible animals!
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Closes the hatch.:: *CTO/CO*: The graviton system is set up, will try and adapt it for better effect from Astrometrics. Feel free to initiate, I'll be to Astrometrics soon. Only place on ship designed for the kind of data flow I'll need.

Action: A energy wave is emitted from the Alien huge vessel .... It penetrates the shields and hits the USS Pandora, causing many systems to failure... and some EPS conduits to blow in Main Engineering

OPS_Lt_Xetani :
FCO: They only care that they get the planets resources. They think they are superior and that might makes right. :: shudders :: I feel sullied by their thoughts.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::enters Engineering:: Mitchell: What do we have?


Action: No structural damage on the ship
 
CO_Capt_Adams :
FCO: The minute that device is ready to fire at them, bring the ship around to give the CTO his best shot. Coordinate with him.

Action: Lights flickers on the Bridge

EO_Mitchel :
We have....::ducks as conduits blow:: We have a mess!
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: nods to OPS as the Captain speaks :: CO: Aye Sir.
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Falls just as the turbolift arrives. Half rises rushing forward into it.:: TL: Astrometrics, stat!
CO_Capt_Adams :
All: Steady everyone. All departments, make sure backups are ready, just in case.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::hits the floor from the concussive wave of the conduit blowing:: Self: Geez, back to work for 5 seconds and I'm on the floor again.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: sees the lights flicker :: Self: Ut oh, trouble.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: looks at her console and begins to reroute power systems ::
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
Engineering: Lock those conduits down now!

Action: One of the five alien guests falls from the biobed... still unconscious, yet with a new bruise

CO_Capt_Adams :
OPS: Get damage control and update me with major problems.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::scrambles back to her feet and heads to the nearest relay::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
CO: Aye  Sir.
XO_Cmd_Gaeb :
:: walking out of the turbolift and onto the Bridge, witnessing the busy Bridge crew ::
EO_Mitchell :
::moves to the pool table and starts rerouting away from the blown EPS conduits::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
*CEO*: Damage report Lieutenant.
CO_Capt_Adams :
XO: See if you can help the CTO with shields.... we've got to prevent these waves doing more damage

Action: the planet continues shaking like a can of paint in a paint mixing machine

CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Exits turbolift on Deck 14 and rushes into Astrometrics.:: Computer: Full three dimension gravitational map of local space set up now, real time updates. *CTO*: In Astrometrics, ready if you are.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
*OPS*: EPS conduits are blown thanks to whatever hit us. We're locking them down and rerouting the best we can.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
CO: Attempting to adjust shields should they fire again. I hope to adjust our shields to the frequency of their weapons.
CO_Capt_Adams :
*CSO*: Status update, and whatever time you tell me, make it one tenth
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::begins adjustments::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
*CTO*: Understood Lieutenant. I'll reroute systems from here as you reroute from there.
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*CO*: I think it's ready now, Sir. So...thirty seconds ago?
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: Good work, but do better... our lives probably depend on it

Action: a stream of a glistening energy is emanated from the ventral hull of the alien ship towards the planet surface...

FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CTO: Lieutenant, let me know when you're ready so I can get us in position.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::grunts and watches the plasma leak from a conduit slowly fade on the scanner as she finishes rerouting the plasma flow::
CO_Capt_Adams :
FCO: Time to bring us around.
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: Get ready to fire as soon as you get a lock.
XO_Cmd_Gaeb :
CO: Yes  Sir :: moves to a secondary tactical station ::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
FCO: Understood Lieutenant.
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: If you think some quantum torpedoes would help, fire those too.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CO: Aye  Sir, bringing us around. :: taps the console controls ::
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: In fact, fire everything we've got!
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::adjusts targeting sensors:: CO: Ready  Sir. FCO: Lieutenant. Ready here. CO: Captain, it will be my pleasure to throw them as well. ::arms torpedoes::
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::finishes locking everything down:: Mitchell: How much longer before you finish rerouting?
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: monitors ships systems and energy levels ::

Action: The energy stream emitted from the ship now turns to blue... and it seems to be a type of tractor beam... collecting some chunks from the planet bedrock.

EO_Mitchell :
CEO: Almost done, JJ, but putting so much through what's left is hinky.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::grins:: CO: Aye Sir.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CO/CTO: Moving into firing position now.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
CO: Ready for your order Captain. ::can't help grinning::
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Notices the alteration in the beam.:: Self: I hope the scans of this let me get a clue of just how they are doing this.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: calculates secondary position coordinates ::

Action: The beam ceases extracting material from the planet.

CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: Don't wait on me, Fire!
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: fingers fly over the console to maintain levels for deflector dish ::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::begins pushing the console firing the deflector dish then each weapon in sequence:: CO: Beginning barrage Captain... FIRING. :: notices he almost yelled::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: watches the viewer as the CTO fires :: Self: Get him!

Action: The alien ship begins to energize it systems... probably engines or weapons...

CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::moves to the pool table alongside Mitchell:: EO: Okay, where are we?
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Notices the beam begin, tries to manipulate the field to best counter the unknown vessel's efforts against the planet.::
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::continues the barrage of torpedoes and phasers::
CO_Capt_Adams :
XO: Can you see any effects?
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::grabs a kit:: EO: Keep the transfer running smoothly. I'm heading to start repairs. Send Michaels and Diggs too. The faster we get full power restored, the better.

Action: The first volley of torpedoes hits the alien ship's hull... just some minor scratching to the exterior... and the ship now begins to turn its bow towards the USS Pandora

EO_Mitchell :
CEO: Aye, Ma'am.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CO: Captain, shall I move us to a secondary position?
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*CO/XO/CTO*: Trying to focus the beam to counter theirs. Direct would take too much power, but trying to manipulate and add to existing graviton fields from the local objects.
CO_Capt_Adams :
::what I wouldn't give for having a Galaxy classes power right now::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: makes sure evasives are ready ::
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::climbs up toward the closest EPS conduit and begins repairs, all while trying to ignore how hot it is getting thanks to the plasma leak::
CO_Capt_Adams :
FCO: Coordinate with CTO and CSO. They know the targets.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CO: Aye  Sir.
CO_Capt_Adams :
::has to trust his crew to do it right, without being in the middle::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CTO/*CSO*: Requesting coordination for secondary targeting position.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
FCO/CTO: I'm scanning for any damage and will concentrate on that area. ::transfers sensors to FCO's station so she can monitor.

Action: Sensors pick enormous increases on the energy emissions from the alien ship... a few hull plates detach from the ship...

CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*FCO/CTO*: I can adapt from here, but if I see an advantageous position I'll shout out. Oh, by the way, warn me if we need to go to warp. Might want to shut this down if we do...
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: sees new data on the sensor scan and monitors for changes ::
M’ktra :
@COM: USS Pandora: M'ktra: Seriously, what part of leave us alone didn't you understand?
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: just hearing the aliens arrogant comments makes her angry ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
*CSO*: Will let you know if warp is indicated Trix. Flight out.
M’ktra :
@COM: USS Pandora: Can you wait for your turn? We arrived here first? This is our finding!
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::continues scanning and fires weapons in the weak areas::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
CO: Sir communication from alien vessel is on speakers.

Action: More hull plates from the ship begins to float at drift in the space...

Ens_Kriel :
CO/CTO/*CSO*: That ship is increasing its output by a great amount!
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
Self: Argh, gotta see what's going on.
Computer: Add energy output readings of alien vessel. Let me see what that is.
CO_Capt_Adams :
Com: M'ktra: This is nobody's "claim." You are destroying what is not rightfully anyone's but the owners of this planet. This stops now!!
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::reaches up to install a coupler over the conduit break:: Self: Here's hoping.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: nods her head at the CO's comment as if saying "so there" to the aliens ::
CO_Capt_Adams :
All: I think we've found a weak spot. Concentrate all firepower on that spot till they can do no more harm to anyone.
M’ktra :
@COM: USS Pandora: You will have what is left. It 's the universal order of scouting. By the way we have finished here. Move from the way or be rammed into oblivion
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::fits the coupler into place and seals it::
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*CO/Bridge*: I may be wrong, but they look like they are powering up their engines, getting ready to cut and run.
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*Kriel*: See if you can get a probe stuck to that ship to act as a tracking device, whatever you can get done and attached fastest!
CO_Capt_Adams :
::senses the bluff of a wounded animal:: CTO: Continue firing. They're bluffing and hurt, so beware the wounded beast.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::continues firing:: CO: Continuing firing Sir.

Action: Some openings in the aft starboard and port sides of the ship begins to illuminate with a magnificent bright orange colour

CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
FCO: Move us into the positing of these coordinates. :: Transfers the sensor reading. ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CO:  Sir, take a look at the viewer. They appear to be heavily damaged.
Ens_Kriel :
*CSO*: Uh, yes Lieutenant. Can have one launched in a few seconds if I use the sensor platform launchers. ::Starts to set up a probe.::
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::slides away:: EO: Okay, transfer power back. Let's see how she holds.
EO_Mitchell :
::transfers power back to the repaired conduits slowly::

Action: Another wave of energy hits the USS Pandora. This time the damages are bigger... some more exploding conduits in several decks...

CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::pulls out the scanner and watching the readings::
CO_Capt_Adams :
::nods to the FCO:: Yes, they are, but they need more than a lesson here. They need stopped - permanently
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CTO: Readings received. Initiating new position now.

Action: The Pandora shivers from the impact

OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: grabs hold of the console at the jar of the impact ::

Action: The biggest alien vessel begins moving... direct collision course with the Pandora

EO_Mitchell:
CEO: They are holding! Oh damn! ::sees the pool table light up as power conduits all over the ship start to blow::
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: Shields holding? Any way of stopping those waves other than shooting more weapons? We've a limited supply of torpedoes.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: taps the console and moves the Pandora into her new position. CTO: In position Lieutenant.
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*CO/CTO*: Those waves, they must be using what they did to the planet to try and shake us off. We might be able to match the graviton output, like matching energy weapon signatures with shields.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: runs her fingers over her console, rerouting power as fast as possible ::

Action: The alien vessel only suffers from minor external hull damages

CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
CO: May I suggest an unorthodox tactic. I believe the Humans call it a Hail Lucy?  I would like to drop the shields and use that power to the weapon systems.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::runs back to the pool table and sees the damage::
CO_Capt_Adams :
FCO: Dance Lieutenant, Dance... Dance with the devil, but keep our weapons bearing down on them.
Ens_Kriel :
CO: Lieutenant Trix asked me to stick a probe to that ship, to tag it for tracking if it cuts and runs. Permission to fire from sensor platform when ready, Captain?
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::swears a string in Haliian which the universal translator doesn't translate... luckily::

Action: The alien ship is preparing to jump into warp...

CO_Capt_Adams :
CSO: If you've got the time, and the probes... go for it
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::runs out of engineering with Michaels and Diggs on her heels to start fixing damage elsewhere::
Ens_Kriel :
::Nods and inputs the data to try and finish the probe prep before the ship cuts out.::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: uses evasives but stays within optimum firing range::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
*CEO*: I've rerouted power away from the damaged areas. It's all I can do from here.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
*Bridge*: Jankara to Bridge, I know you folks are busy up there but we can't take many more of these conduits rupturing down here. We are talking plasma after all.

Action: The CTO firing is accurate... yet no damages... And the alien ships vessels seems to be reaching its maximum power...

CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO: As long as they're not aiming at us, why not. We've got to stop them from continuing to do this to anyone else
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
CO:  Sir... I have sensor reading on their warp drive... ::targets their warp drive and drops shields and fires everything once again::
Ens_Kriel :
::Launches probes when ready, hoping they are set up right for what is needed.:: CO/*CSO*: Probe away, hope it's set up right.
M’ktra :
@COM: USS Pandora: Just a little present to remember us...
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::gets to the nearest rupture and begins the repairs:: Diggs/Michaels: Moves toward the next damaged areas.

Action: Another wave of energy hits the Pandora... Weapons and warp are offline....

CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
::raises head:: CO: KHEST ! Weapons offline Captain.
M’ktara :
@COM: USS Pandora: Have fun with the remains...
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
Self: Seriously folks, plasma... fire.... we are literally playing with fire down here.
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
FCO: Shuttles.... Lieutenant... we could launch our shuttles on auto and set the warp drive to overload.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: grabs the side of her console :: Self: Argh! They’re really making it difficult to stay in one piece.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CTO: We could, but they could shoot them down before they'd reach them.

@Action: The warp engines of the alien vessel are engaged and leaves the site... leaving the Pandora with a bad taste of mouth... still in one piece tho...

CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Looks about as Astrometrics briefly goes offline, then comes back without the graviton adjustments in place.:: Self: Blast it all!
CTO_Lt_D`ghor :
CO: They are warping out of the system Captain. ::is quite irritated::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: looks at her console and shakes her head :: CO: Sir, we have a lot of damage to conduits around the ship.
CO_Capt_Adams :
All: This isn't finished. 
Com: M'ktra: This isn't finished M'ktra. We're not done yet, Coward! You run when you’re scratched. We will find you, and next time, put an end to your ravages.
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
Computer: Reinstate graviton scans, I have to see what is going on out there!
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
CO: Are we going to follow them?

Action: The planet surface is still suffering from earthquakes... but at a decreasing rate. USS Pandora status: wounded but alive for fighting another battle... and carrying the last 5 member of a vast species

CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::yells as she reaches in too quickly and gets burned::
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
*OPS*: We're working on temporary repairs. Thanks for the backup.
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Looks as the program comes back on line.:: Computer: They are gone, aren't they? Never mind. Shut down program, heading back to the Bridge. ::Turns and heads back to the turbolift.::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
*CEO*: Glad to help. I've alerted extra personnel to help with damage control. Should be on their way.
CO_Capt_Adams :
All: There is nothing left to do here, not for millions of years we don't have. The last survivors of this race are aboard. We're not done, but we need to heal our own wounds. 
FCO: Lay in a course for home, best possible speed.
Ens_Kriel :
*CSO*: Sorry Lieutenant, they warped away before the probe reached them. Recalling it now.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
CO: Damage control teams have been dispatched.
CO_Capt_Adams :
OPS: Notify New Frontier Station of our status, and repair needs. 
*CEO*: Bridge to Engineering - do what you can to patch things up and get us home.
CEO_Lt_Jankara :
::moves on to the next conduit:: Self: I wish I could just transport couplers onto all of this. Oh wait... I would need power for that. Power, I DON'T HAVE! ::yells again as she accidentally brushes her arm against the wall:: Long day... long freaking day!
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: nods :: CO: Aye Sir, laying in course for New Frontier Station. Maximum impulse.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
CO: Aye Captain.
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: sends the message that she had already started to write ::
Ge’an’e’Gut’er :
::Wakes up, very, very dizzy:: Oh ... wasn't it a bad, bad nightmare....
CO_Capt_Adams :
CTO/CSO: Good work. On short notice, at least we stopped them here and for now. Time to analyse, reflect and come up with a better plan, as there will be a next time. This galaxy is not big enough for the likes of them, and us.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
*CEO*: Bridge here. Any idea on the timeline for getting warp back up?
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
*Kriel*: Understood. I'll be on the Bridge in a few seconds.

CEO_Lt_Jankara :
*CO/FCO*: Repairs are temporary. Engineering is slowly putting power back into the damaged warp conduits. If he goes too quickly, they'll blow permanently.
CO_Capt_Adams :
XO: You have the Bridge Commander. ::gets off and walks slowly to the Ready Room::
MO_Payne :
Ge'an'eGut'er: Take it easy. You've been very ill.
XO_Cmd_Gaeb :
CO: Aye aye Sir
EO_Mitchell :
*Bridge*: It looks like things are holding down here. We're going to run a test before we go to warp.
CO_Capt_Adams :
::thinks his comment left out a few - the Borg, the Breen, and a few others::
MO_Payne :
:: hypos the woman to put her back to sleep ::
CSO_LtJG_Trix :
::Exits the turbolift.:: Kriel: Just tell me we've got our readings of what we saw here for study. We can figure out what happened once the ship is back in shape. Nothing to do until it's fixed so all available hands are volunteering to help.
EO_Mitchell :
::tests the engines to see if the EPS will hold::
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
Self: I hope we find them again and we kick their... and we stop them... forever.
EO_Mitchell :
*FCO*: Looks like things are holding down here. Go ahead and try it.
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
:: hears engineering and punches the warp control ::
FCO_Lt_Jinx :
XO: Commander, warp power is restored.
XO_Cmd_Gaeb :
FCO: Set course and engage

Action : The USS Pandora leaves the orbit of a crippled planet, carrying inside her a now even more seasoned crew with a big desire of having another encounter with those evil scavengers... and together with them, five last beings of a strange orange race...

FCO_Lt_Jinx :
XO: Engaged!
OPS_Lt_Xetani :
:: watches her console and keeps unnecessary systems offline and power flowing at an even rate ::


=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= End Mission =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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